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Abstract: Wireless power transmission (WPT) for wireless charging has been gaining wide attention
as a promising approach to miniaturizing the battery size and increasing the maximal total range of
an electric vehicle (EV). With an appropriate charging infrastructure, WPT holds great potential to
accelerate the acceptance of EVs through users’ higher satisfaction, reducing EV cost, and increasing
the driving range and capability. A WPT system based on high-intensity laser power beaming (HILPB)
provides an optimal solution for wirelessly charging electric vehicles from a distance of several meters.
Despite a large number of WPT approaches, the problem of optimal path configuration for charging
EV remains an unexplored area. This paper proposes a method to determine the optimal power
transmission path in environments where multiple power transmitters (PTXs) and power receivers
(PRXs) are operated simultaneously. To this end, we modeled the HILPB power that reaches a PRX
equipped with a photovoltaic (PV) array and validated the model by simulating the WPT process
in an environment with multiple PTXs and PRXs using a direct-sequence optical code division
multiple access (DS-OCDMA) system. In the simulation environment, upon receiving a request from
a PRX, a PTX sent its power channel information through optically encoded laser pulses using each
available wireless power channel (WPC). The PRX calculated the maximum deliverable power of a
PTX and WPC based on the received channel power indicator of the incident laser beam. Based on the
calculation results, it selected the optimal PTX and WPC for its maximum power requirement (MPQ).
The MPQ of each PRX was satisfied by applying the algorithm for selecting the PTX according to
the alignment and characteristics of the PTXs and PRXs. We modeled a power reception model of
the PRX based on a PV array using coded laser pilots and validated it through experimentation. We
discussed some algorithms that select the most suitable PTX among several PTXs for which several
EVs receive the power it needs.

Keywords: DS-OCDMA; optimal path; high-intensity laser power beam; photovoltaic array; wireless
power transmission; electric vehicle

1. Introduction

Electric vehicles (EV) have been regarded as the future of the automobile and are
expected to take over the market of conventional vehicles (CV). CV operates on an internal
combustion engine (ICE), which leads to several hazardous environmental issues, including
greenhouse gas, global warming, air pollution, etc. [1]. EVs provide the solution to these
problems by leveraging the batteries, ultracapacitors, and fuel cells which helps to reduce
the environmental issues caused by ICE. Despite their market penetration during the last
few years, EV growth depends on several factors. For wide growth and acceptance of
EV, the low total cost of ownership (TCO) and charging time has the most significant
influence on consumers’ purchasing decisions [2]. In the case of an EV, the larger the
installed battery’s capacity is, the longer it can be used by charging it once [3]. However, as
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the battery’s capacity increases, the battery’s price increases, and the EV price increases in
proportion. On the other hand, there is a disadvantage that fuel economy decreases due to
the weight of the battery. The plug-in charging method currently used by EVs is complex,
bulky, and accompanies safety issues for users. Besides, it requires a long charging time,
causing potential health, safety, and reliability problems. In particular, public charging
facilities on the street may be damaged by vandalism and may damage the city landscape.

Wireless power transmission (WPT) for wireless charging is gaining wide attraction
from both academia and industry as a promising approach to miniaturize batteries and
increase the maximum total range of an EV [4–8]. Qualcomm and other leading companies
believe that the convenient and improved user experience brought by the simple, fast
charging provided by wireless charging will be the key to the spread of EVs [9–12]. While
wireless charging is also essential, a simplified function operated with minimal operator
intervention is essential, but high power transfer efficiency (PTE) must be ensured here.
The spread of EV wireless charging technology means a significant change in vehicle
charging behavior. Drivers charge the EVs little due to time and battery size limitation and
dynamic charging can serve as a supplement to charge when stopping, which can relieve
anxiety about the range of EVs. In addition, further miniaturizing the battery can play a
significant role in reducing the EV’s weight and cost [13].

A large body of literature exists on the WPT schemes for wireless charging of EV through
different methods, such as inductive coupling and magnetic resonant coupling [14,15]. Pre-
dominantly, inductive coupling and magnetic resonant coupling are used for WPT tech-
nologies. However, such approaches have a restricted range for optimal electric charging
of EV. WPT technology using lasers is a technology that uses high-intensity laser power
beams (HILPB) and transmits power generated by solar power generation in space to the
ground, transmitting power from the earth to the moon, or is for military use. However,
charging through HILPB involves complex processes where the power transmitter (PTX)
performs a series of tasks to position the target and power receiver (PRX) accurately [16].
The higher the positioning accuracy of the receiver is, the higher the PTE of HILPB will
be, and vice versa. Additionally, the large distance between the PTX and PRX makes the
positioning process challenging which affects the PTE of HILPB. To overcome these issues,
this study proposes a scheme for selecting appropriate transmitters for HILPB charging
and makes the following contributions:

• A power reception model of the PRX using coded laser pilot is proposed and validated
through extensive simulations.

• A novel model is proposed for selecting appropriate transmitters from several PTXs,
where the PRX uses various wireless power channels (WPC) and coded laser pilots.
The proposed algorithm enables developing a simple system because it does not
require the PTX to perform a series of processes for positioning the PRX.

• The performance of three different schemes for WPC is analyzed with the proposed
algorithm, including PTX selection using the highest PTE first, the least PTE first, and
PTX selection based on the best PTE first.

• The photovoltaic (PV) model is validated through simulations and experiments while
the path configuration model through simulations using a multi-channel WTP system
comprising several PRXs and several PTXs that employ a coded laser pilot and
received channel power indicator (RCPI)-based selection system.

The rest of this paper is composed as follows. Background on WPC, description of
various technologies used for WPC, and related work are discussed in Section 2. Section 3
proposes a power reception model of the PRX using laser pilot and validates through
extensive simulations. Section 4 describes the structure and operation of a multi-laser
PTX-PRX system using the proposed method. Section 5 describes two scenarios for HILPB
WPT, and the operation of the multiple PTXs and PRXs system is verified by simulation. In
the end, the conclusion and future works are given in Section 6.
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2. Background and Related Work

The power transmission performance of inductive coupling and magnetic resonant
coupling, which are the two most widely studied WPT technologies, is optimal within
a range of 1 m [7]; thus, these technologies cannot be applied to EVs without modifying
the existing road infrastructure. The magnetic induction method has been introduced to
charging smartphones which resulted in a reduced price of the products and increased
spread of charging devices. Similarly, in the case of an EV, a magnetic resonance method in
which energy is transmitted using a magnetic field generated from a coil is commercialized
and used to transmit power at a distance of up to several meters. The magnetic induction
method is the most efficient WPT method and a PTE of 95% or more is possible over a
distance of several millimeters. The magnetic induction method is mainly used for non-
contact types, such as transportation cars, because the power transmission distance is short.
The magnetic resonance method is capable of WPT over a distance of several meters, and
power transmission efficiency of about 70% is possible. However, due to the influence of
the transmission/reception coil’s size and location, it is not easy to commercialize it for EVs.

EV wireless charging methods using WPT currently apply magnetic resonance tech-
nology operating in a short distance. This method has high PTE; however, it is essential to
embed a PTX on the road for constant charging because it operates in a short distance. For
high-speed wireless charging of EV, it is necessary to transmit multiple wireless powers
simultaneously. In the magnetic induction and the magnetic resonance methods, for WPT
coils are widely used to transmit power to several PRXs using one power transmitter.
Despite that, using several PTXs to transmit power to one PRX is very challenging. When
using a coil, a pair of coils matching the coil of the PTX must exist, and when there are
multiple coils in a narrow space, mutual interference occurs between the coils, making it
difficult to find an appropriate match. In EVs, increasing the transmission power is pursued
by making multiple transmission/reception pairs using multiple coils.

The long-distance WPT technology that can transmit power over several tens of kilo-
watts over a distance of several kilometers is still in the early research stage, and a method
using microwaves and lasers is used. Microwave and laser-based WPT technologies with
far fields greater than or equal to several kilometers used in drones and satellites may
be more easily applicable to EVs because the existing road infrastructure can be used
without any modifications [9–12]. The microwave method is a technology that transmits
high-power energy over a long-distance using a high frequency of several gigahertz. This
method requires a very large transmit/receive antenna and has the disadvantage of being
harmful to the human body and radio wave interference.

HILPB is applied to fields requiring medium and long-distance power transmission,
such as unmanned aerial vehicles. The basic process is the same as that of solar power
generation, where the solar panel converts sunlight into electricity. The key difference is
that the WPT system uses a highly concentrated laser beam, rather than sunlight and aims
at a specialized solar panel that converts the laser beam into electricity. Additionally, the
laser beam can have higher energy than the sunlight and it can be directed at any point in
the line-of-sight of the transmitter. While WPT technologies using microwaves have several
constraints owing to radio frequency interference, those using laser beams have advantages
of zero interference and simultaneous power delivery from multiple power sources [17].
However, WPT technologies for EVs require high electrical power, which poses significant
safety concerns [18,19], such as the risk of exposure to high electromagnetic energy. The
inherent ability of lasers to produce a focused and directed energy beam makes the laser-
based WPT system hazardous [20,21]. The American National Standard Institute (ANSI)
for Safe Use of Lasers (ANSI Z136.1) provides guidelines for preventing beam and electrical
hazards while working with laser systems [22].

HILPB can transmit power from several tens of kilometers away as long as EVs have
devices, such as solar panels that can receive laser power beams, so there is no need to
change infrastructure, such as existing roads. When stopping at a crossroad or crosswalk to
wait for a signal, if the HILPB WPT device mounted on a traffic light provides instantaneous
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high power, it is possible to continuously charge even with a small battery. In this method,
the received power is determined according to the PTX’s distance, incidence angle, the
solar panel area, and the power conversion efficiency of PRX. HILPB is a characteristic of a
laser and solar panel so that multiple PTXs can transmit power to a single PRX, such as
a PV array. Since lasers do not interfere with each other, there is not interference even if
multiple PTXs are concentrated. Fast wireless charging of an EV requires simultaneous
transmission of concentrated power from multiple PTXs. In coil-based magnetic induction
and magnetic resonance technologies, multiple PRXs are often used for power transfer
from one PTX. However, using multiple PTXs for power transfer to one PRX is a significant
technical challenge [23–27]. In a multi-coil-based WPT system, the PTX and PRX coils
should be aligned and many coils packed in the near field are prone to mutual interference,
making it difficult to find an appropriate power transmission point. Therefore, enhancing
the transmission power using multiple PTX/PRX coil pairs is a hot topic in EV research.
A laser-based WPT system, on the other hand, enables simultaneous transmission of
concentrated power from multiple PTXs to one PRX concerning the nature of lasers and the
use of a PV array. Without any interference between laser beams, no mutual interference
can occur even between multiple laser beams that are directed toward one single spot. If a
PV array simultaneously receives multiple laser power beams, the sum of the delivered
power of all beams is proportional to the total received power transmission without any
power loss unless it exceeds the maximum power generation capacity of the PV array used.
With the development of related technologies, the possibility of practical use of the HILPB
system is increasing. However, the efficiency of the overall power transmission system is
only about 10% to 20%, which is the biggest obstacle to the practical use of HILPB. In the
case of capacitive power transfer, which is a short-range wireless charging method, the
efficiency of the overall power transmission system reaches up to 90%. As the technology
evolves, the possibility of the HILPB applications is becoming an increasing reality [28].

Conventionally, a WPT system based on HILPB requires the PTX to perform a series of
processes to accurately position the target and the PRX equipped with a specialized reflector
or concentrator [16,29,30]. The PTE of HILPB can be maximized only after the receiver is
positioned accurately. The positioning process is erroneous and a large distance between the
PTX and PRX makes the accurate positioning of the PRX even more challenging. Significant
research efforts are in progress for accurate positioning of the PRX due to its importance
for higher PTE. To resolve these issues, we propose selecting appropriate transmitters
from several PTXs, where the PRX uses various WPC and coded laser pilots. When there
are multiple PRXs and multiple PTXs in a HILPB WPT system, a laser pilot coded with
direct-sequence optical code division multiple access (DS-OCDMA) is used to receive the
power required by the PRX. The PRX calculates the RCPI of every received laser pilot to
select the WPC with the highest power and then sends the information about the selected
WPC to the PTX. Using a HILPB WPT system and comprising multiple PTXs and PRXs as
in an EV, the proposed method selects the optimal PTX from a group of PTXs best suited
for any given PRX in a group of PRXs to satisfy the maximum power requirements (MPQs).
We modeled the PTX-to-PRX power transmission and validated the model by simulating
the operation of a multi-channel WTP system comprising several PRXs and several PTXs
that employ a coded laser pilot.

3. Received Power Model of a PV Array with Experimental Validation
3.1. Modeling of Received Power at PV Array

Zhou and Jin proposed a PV array model under the Gaussian laser beam condition [31].
In their propose model, the PV array is a network of dimensions m× n, where m and n
represents the number of PV cells in the column and row, respectively. Figure 1a illustrates
the arrangement of individual PV cells, and Figure 2a shows the calculated normalized
irradiance profile model on each numbered PV cell in a 5× 5 PV array. Based on Zhou’s PV
array model and the properties of 5S1010.4-A555555 of MHGP’s standard VMJ PV array
product [32], we modified and added some definitions to cover the off-centered position
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and the electrical output power of the PV array, as illustrated in Figures 1b–d [33–35].
Figures 2a–d also show the distribution of normalized irradiance with an off-centered
position and different laser beam spot radii in a 5× 5 PV array according to Table 1.
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Figure 1. Cell arrangement in a 5 × 5 PV array: highest irradiance cell is located at (a) center position (3, 3), (b) upper left
side (2, 2), (c) bottom center side (5, 3), and (d) bottom right side (5, 5).
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Figure 2. Distribution of normalized irradiance profile model for a 5× 5 PV array: highest irradiance cell is located at (a)
center, (b) upper left side, (c) bottom center side, and (d) bottom right side.

Table 1. Four experimental setups to validate a mathematical model.

Parameter Setup #1 Setup #2 Setup #3 Setup #4

Distance between
laser and PV array 7 m 7 m 7 m 7 m

Spot radius on
PV array surface

1.45 cell
(29 mm)

1.45 cell
(29 mm)

1.45 cell
(41 mm)

1.45 cell
(62 mm)

Laser power 6 W 6 W 6 W 6 W

Location of highest
irradiation cell

Center
(Figure 1a)

Upper
left side

(Figure 1b)

Bottom
center side
(Figure 1c)

Bottom
right side

(Figure 1d)

PV(0, 0) is the position of the cell with the highest irradiance in the PV array, and each
PV(i, j) represents an individual PV cell, where index i and j represent the distances from
PV(0, 0) in the PV array. The distance Di,j between PV(i, j) and PV(0, 0) can be defined by
Equation (1).

Di,j =
√

i2 + j2. (1)
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In each PV cell, the normalized irradiance (
Gi,j
G0,0

) ranges from 0 to 1 and can be specified
using Equation (2).

Gi,j

G0,0
= e
−

2D2
i,j

ω2
0 . (2)

ω0 is the spot radius of the laser beam from PTX on the target surface, as defined by
Equation (3).

ω0 =
DL + αT RT

cos θT
, (3)

where the entities in Equation (3) are as follows:

• DL: diameter of the transmitted laser beam (m);
• αT : divergence angle of the transmitted laser beam (rad);
• RT : distance between PTX and PRX (m);
• θT : incident angle of the laser beam on the PV array (°).

G is the sum of the irradiance of each cell in the PV array with transmitted power PTX,
as defined by Equation (4).

G =
i=m

∑
i=m0

j=n

∑
j=n0

Gi,j = G0,0

i=m

∑
i=m0

j=n

∑
j=n0

Gi,j

G0,0
=

2PTX

πω2
0

i=m

∑
i=m0

j=n

∑
j=n0

e
−

2D2
i,j

ω2
0 . (4)

The received power will be converted from the irradiated energy (G) on a given target
surface (A) of the PV array with a photovoltaic power conversion (PPC) rate (τPPC) and
can be obtained from Equation (5).

PRX = G× A× τPPC = AτPPC
2PTX

πω2
0

i=m

∑
i=m0

j=n

∑
j=n0

e
−

2D2
i,j

ω2
0 . (5)

3.2. Experimental Validation of Received Power Model

To validate a mathematical model of the received power on an LPBRX with a 5× 5
VMJ PV cell array, we experimented with a 5S1010.4-A555555 from MHGP’s standard
VMJ PV array product and an MDL-H-808 from Opto Engine LLC. Experimental setup to
validate the received power model is shown in Figure 3.

5×5 VMJ PV cell array

Mask

AIN substrates

Thermoelectric cooler

Laser module

Figure 3. Experimental setup to validate the mathematical model.

The 5S1010.4-A555555 is suitable for HILPB applications requiring power up to 160 W
at 975 nm with up to 36% power conversion efficiency. It consists of a 5× 5 array of VMJ
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PV cells with an active cell area of dimensions 51 mm× 52 mm. It is mounted to aluminum
nitride (AlN) substrates that have a PPC functionality and converts laser beams to electric
powers without further additions. We mounted the VMJ PV array onto a commercial off
the shelf (COTS) thermoelectric cooler (TEC) with the liquid cooling plate to keep the array
temperature around 25 °C. The MDL-H-808 is an infrared laser module at 808 nm with
6 W output power. Table 1 describes the four experimental setups when the laser module
has located away from the VMJ PV cell array, and Table 2 shows the detailed technical
specifications of the 5S1010.4-A555555 VMJ PV cell array and the MDL-H-808 laser module.

Table 2. Technical specifications of the 5S1010.4-A555555 VMJ PV cell array and MDL-H-808 laser
module.

5S1010.4-A555555

Parameter Value
Technology Photovoltaic receiver

Optimal wavelength 975 nm
Input power Up to 50 W cm−1

Output power Up to 160 W
Power conversion efficiency (τPPC) Up to 36 %

Dimension (A) 51 mm× 52 mm
Unit price $2000

MDL-H-808

Parameter Value
Technology DPSS laser
Wavelength 808 nm

Operation mode Continous wave
Output power (PTmax) 3 W to 6 W
Beam diameter (DL) 8 mm

Beam divergence (αT) 3 mrad
Unit price $1200

Figure 4 illustrates the received power distribution of the four experimental setups.
The sums of received power are 1.8298 W, 1.8370 W, 1.9745 W, and 2.0780 W that depend
on the location of the highest irradiance cell, respectiveley. Figure 5 shows the normalized
power distribution relative to the highest irradiance cell.
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Figure 4. Received power when the laser module MDL-H-808 was located away from the 5S1010.4-A555555 VMJ PV cell
array: suitable experimental setup in Table 1 is (a) setup #1, (b) setup #2, (c) setup #3, and (d) setup #4.
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Figure 5. Normalized energy—irradiance—distribution relative to the highest irradiance cell when the laser module was
located away from the VMJ PV cell array: suitable experimental setup in Table 1 is (a) setup #1, (b) setup #2, (c) setup #3,
and (d) setup #4.

Compared with the mathematical model and measured values in Figures 6 and 7 and
Table 3, it can be seen that the error between the mathematical model and measured values
is negligible. Considering the factors of the performance difference between the VMJ PV
cells and the actual Gaussian HILPB, it can be concluded that the irradiance profile model
is valid and practical.
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Figure 6. Compared power distribution between the mathematical model and measured values: suitable experimental
setup in Table 2 is (a) setup #1, (b) setup #2, (c) setup #3, and (d) setup #4.
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Figure 7. Compared irradiance distribution between the mathematical model and measured values: suitable experimental
setup in Table 2 is (a) setup #1, (b) setup #2, (c) setup #3, and (d) setup #4.
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Table 3. Standard deviation of the difference between the mathematical model and measured values.

Suitable Experimental Setup Setup #1 Setup #2 Setup #3 Setup #4

Standard deviation of irradiation 0.0098 0.0067 0.0068 0.0052

Standard deviation of power 0.0053 0.0037 0.0029 0.0019

4. Structure and Operation of Coded Laser Pilots-Based HILPB WPT System

The proposed HILPB WPT system comprises of multiple PTXs and PRXs. PTXs
mounted on traffic lights at intersections perform vehicle-to-infrastructure (V2I) commu-
nication with EVs. Upon receiving a request from an EV, a PTX sends its power channel
information (PCI) as a coded laser pilots using each available WPC. The EV selects a PTX
based on the PCI. The selected PTX emits HILPB using the designated WPC, which is a
laser beam propagation path from a PTX to a PRX and its location is expressed by the
spherical coordinates of the laser emission angle.

The energy conversion efficiency is decreased with increased PV cell temperature
and a large part of the absorbed laser energy would dissipate into heat. According to
the law of energy conservation, the sum of the thermal-related energy from light-to-heat
generation and the electrical energy from light-to-electricity conversion should basically
equal the absorbed laser power. These two energy forms of thermal and electrical energy
are intrinsically competing for counterparts. The temperature and the thermal stress in the
PV array are determined by the heat generated from the absorbed laser energy, which in
turn instantaneously determine the light-to-electricity conversion efficiency. The higher
the convective heat transfer, the more electrical power would be obtained. The PV array
is located on the top of the roof. PTX is placed at the traffic light which is a higher place
than the vehicle, so the roof is best seen in a line of sight at traffic signals. The roof is
the flattest and widest part of the vehicle. The wider the roof, the more PV array can be
installed, and the more power can be received, the more energy can be received. Because
the roof is exposed to the outside, it has an excellent natural heat dissipation effect through
convection, and artificial cooling using various methods is also possible [36].

The PRX mounted on the EV performs V2I communication with the surrounding
infrastructure, including traffic lights, and converts the HILPB received from the PTX via
an embedded PV array into PCI or power. To avoid hazards due to the HILPB, the EVs
are not in motion and are halted at the intersections, waiting for the signal to turn green.
When the power supply is drained, the PRX receives and analyzes the PCI sent by the
PTXs and selects the optimal PTX and WPC for power transmission. Figure 8 illustrates the
overall structure of an HILPB-based multiple WPT environment comprising four PRXs and
12 PTXs. Each of the four PTXs at each crossroad has its maximum transmission power
(MTP) and WPC, and the transmission distance and incident angle vary according to the
geometric relationship between the PTX and PRX, resulting in different amounts of power
delivered to the PRX at each transmission event. Depending on the amount of required
power, a PRX can generate more than one power transmission path by selecting more than
one PTX.
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Figure 8. Block diagram of a multiple WPT environment using HILPB and V2I transmission.

However, one of key problems is the accurate positioning of the PTX and PRX to
achieve the highest PTE. If the positioning is not accurate, it leads to power losses and
consequently a low PTE is obtained. Figure 9 shows a scenario involving four PTXs and
one PRX where the positioning is not proper on the PV array. The circled area outside the
PV array leads to the power losses and reduces the PTE. In the given scenario, only T1 can
provide the highest PTE concerning its positioning accuracy with the PV array, while T1,
T2, and T3 lead to power losses, assuming that all PTXs possess the same power capacity.

T4

T1
T2

T3

Figure 9. Scenario showing the power losses caused by positioning inaccuracy between the PTXs
and PRX.

4.1. Power Transmitter (PTX)

A PTX is a device mounted on a traffic light for V2I communication between the
HILPB-based WPT and EVs, and uses a spherical coordinates as shown in Figure 10. A
36 bit PCI specific to each PTX comprising 1 bit is allocated to the start signal, 5 bit each are
allocated to the PTX ID and PRX ID, 7 bit each to the IDs of the two parts (polar angle θ
and azimuthal angle φ) of the WPC available for transmission, 8 bit to the MTP per 10 W,
and 3 bit to checksum or cyclic redundancy check (CRC), as shown in Figure 11. The WPC
IDs indicate the emission direction of the laser beam in the spherical coordinate system.
The CRC, which is used for detecting accidental changes in PCI, can be generated from the
PRX ID, PTX ID, WPC, and MTP.
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Figure 10. Laser beam direction and position as determined for each PTX channel.
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Figure 11. Unique PCI packet format transmitted from a PTX.

The PTXs transmit their respective PCI to the PRXs through laser beams within the
Class 1 maximum permissible exposure (MPE) range in the detection step and transmit
their MTP through HILPB in the transfer step. They receive messages from the PRXs
in real-time around the clock via V2I communication. DS-OCDMA has been designed
to provide multiple and simultaneous access to optical systems. DS-OCDMA has been
examined already in environments requiring an address or user identification in various
optical applications [37–43]. The PCI transmitted from a PTX comprises DS-OCDMA-
encoded data designed to make one PCI orthogonal to the others, given that different
sets of information are simultaneously sent from multiple PTXs. DS-OCDMA uses spread
spectrum communication and digital modulation. The former is based on a unipolar
synchronous prime sequence code and the latter is based on the nonreturn-to-zero (NRZ)
on-off keying (OOK). Assigning a unique code to each of the 25 PTXs with different 5 bit
device ID numbers is ensured by using synchronous prime sequence codes with a weight
of 7 and a code length of 49.

The operation of a PTX is divided into standby, detection, and transfer steps as marked
in red, green, and blue, respectively, in Algorithm 1. In the standby step, the PTX is waiting
for a PCI request message via V2I from a PRX. On receiving a PCI request message, it
proceeds to the detection step and transmits its unique PCI encoded with DS-OCDMA
in a laser beam within Class 1 MPE, which constitutes a safe level of exposure. A PTX
sequentially transmits one encoded PCI after another using one channel each from the
WPCs available for transmission. While all PTXs simultaneously proceed with the detection
step on receiving a PCI request message, they have different end times because the number
of WPCs available varies from one PTX to another. Upon completion of PCI transmission
via all available WPCs, the PTXs return to the standby step and only the ones that receive
the transfer start message from a PRX initiates the transfer step. A PRX analyzes the PCI
transmitted by the PTXs in the detection step, selects the optimal PTX, and sends a transfer
start message to the selected PTX, thereby designating the WPC for the given transmission.
Thus, the selected PTX transmits the MTP through HILPB using the designated WPC. Upon
receiving the transfer stop message from the PRX, it stops the transmission and returns
to the standby step. EVs in the near future are constantly monitoring the outside of the
vehicle through various sensors, such as radar or LiDAR, so it is possible to predict the
occurrence of accidents caused by a collision. In addition, the vehicle can immediately
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detect an external shock, such as a collision of another vehicle or motorcycle, and this can
be requested to stop the power supply to the PTX through V2I.

Algorithm 1 PTX operation algorithm.

thread TIME_SYNC()
if 1pps then

SYNC_LOCAL_TIME()
pos=POSITIONING_DGPS()

end if
end thread
thread MAIN()
PCI.ptx_id=V2I_ALLOCATE_PTX_ID()
prx=V2I_WAITING_BROADCAST_PCI_REQUEST()

CALC_TARGET_AREA(pos,prx.pos)
for PCI.p in each_polar_angle do

for PCI.a in each_azimuthal_angle do
OCDMA_TRANSMISSION(prx.id,PCI.ptx_id,PCI.p,PCI.a,PCI.mpt)
ROTATE_LASERBEAM(PCI.a)

end for
end for
decision=V2I_WAITING_DECISION()
if decision.ptx_id=PCI.ptx_id then

ROTATE_LASER(decision.a)
while V2I_WAITING_CHARGING()=START do

EMIT_LASERBEAM_MPT()
end while

end if
end thread

function OCDMA_TRANSMISSION(prx_id,ptx_id,p,a,mpt)
crc ← CRC3(prx_id,ptx_id,p,a,mpt)
s←ENCODE_SYNC_PRIME_SEQ(’1,prx_id,ptx_id,p,a,mpt,crc)
m←NRZ_OOK(s)
EMIT_LASERBEAM_CLASS1(m)

end function

4.2. Power Receiver (PRX)

An EV communicating with traffic lights via V2I functions as a PRX. It receives HILPBs
transmitted from PTXs using a PV array and converts them into electricity for power supply.
It can broadcast PCI request messages, transfer start messages, and transfer stop messages
to PTXs via V2I communication. It receives and decodes the unique PCI sent from a PTX
through its designated WPC using the DS-OCDMA system and calculates the maximum
deliverable power (MDP) of a PTX and WPC on the basis of the RCPI of the incoming laser
beam. Based on the calculation results, it selects the optimal PTX and WPC best suited for
its MPQ.

The operation of a PRX is divided into standby, detection, and transfer steps as marked
in red, green, and blue, respectively, in Algorithm 2. In the standby step, the PRX does not
receive any laser beams. It proceeds to the detection step and broadcasts a PCI request
message via V2I whenever an MPQ is detected. In the detection step, the PRX receives the
PCI from each of the PTXs responding to its PCI request message, thereby recording the
RCPI. Thus, the data received are decoded with DS-OCDMA, followed by checksum (CRC)
comparison and storage of errorless PCI along with RCPI. RCPI varies from an incoming
laser beam to another depending on the distance between the PTX and PRX, the laser beam
incident angle, and the power distribution in the PV array, because each PTX transmits its
unique PCI within the range of Class 1 MPE per pulse. The MDP from a PTX through a
particular WPC can be calculated using the RCPI. Among the parameters in Equation (6),
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the laser power (PTclass1) is within Class 1 MPE per pulse; however, it becomes the MDP
when HILPB is transmitted. Because the PV array area (A) is a characteristic of the PRX, all
PTXs have the same values for the same PRX. Therefore, the calculation of the PTE (τsys)
based on the RCPI, which varies from one PTX to another in the detection step, can be
simplified to Equation (6).

τsys =
PR

PTclass1
. (6)

Using the PTE calculated on the basis of the RCPI during the detection period, the
amount (U) of MDP of the PRX at the MTP (PTmax) can be defined by Equation (7).

U = PTmax × τsys. (7)

Algorithm 2 PRX operation algorithm.

thread TIME_SYNC()
if 1pps then

SYNC_LOCAL_TIME()
pos=POSITIONING_DGPS()

end if
end thread
thread MAIN()
PCI.prx_id=V2I_ALLOCATE_PRX_ID()
V2I_BROADCAST_PCI_REQUEST(PCI.prx_id,pos)

while (1sec) do
while (40us) do

l ← MEASURE_POWER_PV_ARRAY()
end while

end while
t=SELECT_BEST_CHANNEL(i)
for t in each_selected_ptx do

V2I_REQUEST_CHARGING(t.ptx_id,t.p,t.a)
end for

V2I_BROADCAST_CHARGING(START)
CHARGE_BATTERY()
V2I_BROADCAST_CHARGING(END)
end thread

function OCDMA_RECEPTION(prx_id,l)
m ← NRZ_OOK(l)
for code in each_synchronous_prime_sequence_code do

if AUTOCORRELATION(m,code)=PRIME_SEQ_WEIGHT then
s←ENCODE_SYNC_PRIME_SEQ(m)
if s.crc=CRC3(s.prx_id,s.ptx_id,s.p,s.a,s.mpt) then

if s.prx_id==prx_id then
mdp ←CALC_MDP(CALC_PTE(CALC_RCPI(l)),s.mpt)
i ←PCI_INFO(mdp,s.ptx_id,s.p,s.a,s.mpt)

end if
end if

end if
end for
return i

end function

The PRX establishes the optimal power transmission path by selecting the optimal
PTX and WPC based on the amount of MDP of each PRX through each designated WPC
calculated by substituting each PTX’s unique PCI and RCPI into Equations (6) and (7). The
PRX then proceeds to the transfer step by sending the transfer start message to the selected
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PTX along with the PCI on the designated WPC. If the MDP of one PTX does not meet it’s
MPQ, the PRX sends the transfer start message to two or more PTXs, distributing the total
amount of required power supply among them. The PRX converts the HILPB received
through the PV array into electricity for power supply. If the desired MPQ is met, the
PRX sends a transfer stop message to the PTX. When all PTXs stop power delivery, the
PRX returns to the standby step and stays in the standby mode until an MPQ is sensed.
PRXs and PTXs undergo the process to establish the optimal power transmission path, as
illustrated in Algorithms 1 and 2 and Figure 12.
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Figure 12. Timeline for WPT protocol.

5. Simulation of Coded Laser Pilots-Based HILPB WPT System
5.1. Simulation Environment

The simulation was performed by placing three PRXs (R1 to R3) that require different
MDP and MPQ and four PTXs (T1 to T4) with different MTP, as shown in Figure 13. A
three-dimensional Cartesian coordinate system indicates the power receiver and power
transmitter’s positions, while x, y, and z represent the horizontal, vertical, and height axis,
respectively, with the bottom left as the origin.

T1

T2
T3

T4R3

R1

R2

Figure 13. Power transmission simulation environment.

The PTX device is mounted on a traffic light and communicates with an EV via V2I. It
transmits pilots and power to a desired WPC using a laser beam capable of controlling the
power. The PTX transmits the DS-OCDMA-encoded pilots as a laser beam and transmits
the HILPB to the selected WPC. It receives a message to power transmission through V2I
and operates accordingly. The four PTXs used in the simulation can transmit different
MPT, and their characteristics are shown in Table 4.
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Table 4. Characteristics of the PTXs used in the simulation.

PTX T1 T2 T3 T4

MTP (kW) 300 250 200 150

Location of the PTX (x, y, z) (10, 18, 20) (10, 10, 20) (18, 10, 20) (18, 18, 20)

WPC

Range
(θ, φ), (°)

(90–180,
0–359)

(90–180,
0–359)

(90–180,
0–359)

(90–180,
0–359)

Spacing
(θ, φ), (°) (1, 1) (1, 1) (1, 1) (1, 1)

HILPB
characteristics

Diameter (m) 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01

divergence (rad) 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01

In the simulation, V2I-enabled EVs are stopped at intersections, waiting for the light
to turn green. EVs that continuously measure the RCPI, convert the HILPB received via
the PV array into electricity, and communicate via V2I is used as the PRX. The PRX can
broadcast power transmission-request messages to PTXs via V2I and decode and process
the laser pilots encoded with DS-OCDMA from PTXs received through the PV array. The
three PRXs used in the simulation have different MPQ but are equipped with a PV array
with the same surface area and characteristics, as outlined in Table 5.

Table 5. Characteristics of the PRXs used in the simulation.

PRX R1 R2 R3

MPQ (W) 200 300 150

Location of the PRX (x, y, z) (m) (7, 12, 1.5) (20, 16, 2) (12, 20, 1.5)

PV array architecture 5× 5 5× 5 5× 5

PV array surface area (m2) 1 1 1

Power conversion efficiency 30 % 30 % 30 %

Size of PV array 1 m 1 m 1 m

5.2. Simulation Results

We used Equations (1)–(7) to calculate the RCPI and the MDP of each WPC. When a
PTX receives a PCI request command, it sends its unique ID code at a pulse power of 46 µJ
through all WPCs available for transmission. Table 6 lists the WPCs of the PTXs available
for each PRX to receive the largest amount of power. Each cell displays the PCI of the WPC
(θ, φ) of the given PTX and the RCPI. As defined in Equation (6), the RCPI and MDP vary
from a WPC of a PTX to another depending on the strength of the laser beam incident on
the PRX.

Tables 7–9 are simulation results of different algorithms for selecting a PTX when
PRXs R1 to R3 sequentially request power. Each of the table cells represents the MDP and
MPQ of the PRX and the MTP and WPC of the PTX. Completion of PTX-PRX pair has the
white color in the corresponding order and then turns to the gray color in the following
order. The cells’ contents containing ’-’ indicates that the PTX and PRX have not been
paired yet. According to the algorithm, different results could be obtained when the PRX
selects an appropriate PTX and generates an optimal WPC.
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Table 6. Possible PTX-PRX combinations according to the maximum receivable power.

Parameter T1 T2 T3 T4

R1

WPC (162, 189) (173, 333) (154, 283) (150, 236)

Highest irradiance cell location PV (0, −1) PV (0, −1) PV (−1, −1) PV (−1, 0)

RCPI of the pilot signal 44.426 µJ 46.678 µJ 42.642 µJ 39.836 µJ

MDP 289.8 kW 248.25 kW 185.4 kW 129.9 kW

MTE 96.6 % 99.3 % 92.7 % 86.6 %

R2

WPC (153, 103) (149, 56) (161, 283) (173, 153)

Highest irradiance cell location PV (−1, −1) PV (−1, −1) PV (−1, −1) PV (0, −1)

RCPI of the pilot signal 42.366 µJ 39.836 µJ 44.436 µJ 45.678 µJ

MDP 276.3 kW 216.5 kW 193.2 kW 148.95 kW

MTE 92.1 % 86.6 % 96.6 % 99.3 %

R3

WPC (173, 63) (154, 13) (150, 326) (162, 279)

Highest irradiance cell location PV (0, 0) PV (0, 0) PV (−1, 0) PV (0, 0)

RCPI of the pilot signal 45.678 µJ 42.642 µJ 39.836 µJ 44.436 µJ

MDP 297.9 kW 231.75 kW 173.2 kW 144.9 kW

MTE 99.3 % 92.7 % 86.6 % 96.6 %

5.2.1. Pairing Algorithm Based on Maximum Receivable Power

Table 7 and Figure 14 are simulation results of the first pairing algorithm in which the
PTX that can provide the most significant power is selected by calculating the product of
MTP and PTE of PTX. When the power provided by the first selected PTX is insufficient,
PTXs that provide the most significant power to compensate for the insufficient amount of
power are sequentially selected. In the first round, the PRX R1 selected PTX T1, transmitting
the most significant power among all the PTXs. The PRX R1 received 289.8 kW power
through the WPC (162, 189) of PTX T1, which is greater than the MDP 200 kW. The pair
between PRX R1 and PTX T1 is established, and then desired power is supplied. In the
second round, the PRX R2 selects PTX T2 and T3, transmitting the highest power among
the remaining PTXs. PRX R2 received power from PTX T2 and T3 together, so it received
409.7 kW of power then the MDP 300 kW. The PTX T2 used a WPC (173, 333), and the
PTX T3 used a WPC (154, 283). In the third round, the PRX R3 received power from
the unallocated PTX T4 and provides 144.9 kW, which is lower than the required power
of 150 kW. When the algorithm for selecting the PTX with the most significant MTP is
used, the PTX with the most significant maximum transmission power is paired in turn,
regardless of the MDP of the PRX. Finally, the PRX R1 provided 145% of the MDP, the PRX
R2 received 145%, but the PRX R3 received 87% less power.
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Table 7. Results of WPC using the highest power-based PTX selection algorithm.

PRX-PTX Pairing Sequences

First Round Second Round Third Round

PRX

R1 289.8 kW, 200 kW 289.8 kW, 200 kW 289.8 kW, 200 kW

R2 - 433.65 kW, 300 kW 433.65 kW, 300 kW

R3 - - 129.9 kW, 150 kW

PTX

T1 (162, 189), 300 kW (162, 189), 300 kW (162, 189), 300 kW

T2 - (173, 333), 250 kW (173, 333), 250 kW

T3 - (154, 283), 200 kW (154, 283), 200 kW

T4 - - (150, 236), 150 kW

T1

T2
T3

T4R3

R1

R2

Figure 14. Results of power transmission path establishment.

5.2.2. Pairing Algorithm Based on Least Receivable Power

In the second pairing algorithm, the PRX chooses the PTX with the least power first, as
illustrated in Table 8 and Figure 15. If the first chosen PTX did not have a sufficient power
supply due to lacking MTP, the PRX picks additional PTX with the smallest MPT among
the remainings. In the first round, the PRX R1 chose PTX T3 and T4, transmitting the
smallest power among PTXs. PRX R1 received 315.3 kW power, which is greater than the
required power of 200 kW. The PTX T3 used WPC (161, 283), and T4 used WPC (173, 153).
In the second round, the PRX R2 chose PTX T1 and T2, transmitting the smallest power
among the remaining PTXs. PRX R2 received power 492.8 kW from PTX T1 and T2 together,
greater than the MPQ of 300 kW. The PTX T1 used a WPC (153, 103), and the PTX T2 used
a WPC (149, 56). In the third round, PRX R3 could not receive any power because there
was no unassigned PTX. Using this algorithm, the PRX selects the PTX that can provide
the smallest power first, regardless of the amount of power required by the PRX, and then
select an additional PTX that can provide the second smallest power. So, the PRX received
power from two PTXs at the same time, not from one PTX. As a result, PRX R1 received
158 % of the MPQ from the two PTXs, PRX R2 provided 164 % of the MPQ from both places,
and PRX R3 has no provider.
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Table 8. Results of WPC using the least power-based PTX selection algorithm.

PRX-PTX Pairing Sequences

First Round Second Round Third Round

PRX

R1 315.3 kW, 200 kW 315.3 kW, 200 kW 315.3 kW, 200 kW

R2 - 492.8 kW, 300 kW 492.8 kW, 300 kW

R3 - - 0 kW, 150 kW

PTX

T1 - (153, 103), 300 kW (153, 103), 300 kW

T2 - (149, 56), 250 kW (149, 56), 250 kW

T3 (161, 283), 200 kW (161, 283), 200 kW (161, 283), 200 kW

T4 (173, 153), 150 kW (173, 153), 150 kW (173, 153), 150 kW

T1

T2
T3

T4R3

R1

R2

Figure 15. Results of power transmission path establishment.

5.2.3. Pairing Algorithm Based on the Best PTE Power

Table 9 and Figure 16 are simulation results of the third pairing algorithm in which the
PRX chose the PTX with the best PTE first. When the power provided by the first chosen
PTX is insufficient, the PTX having the next best PTE is sequentially selected. The PTX
selection process continues until all the necessary power is provided. In the first round, the
PRX R1 selects PTX T2 as the transmitter, which has the best transmission rate among the
PTXs. It then receives the power of 231.75 kW through the WPC (154, 13) that is more than
the required power of 200 kW. In the second round, the PRX R2 selected PTX T3 and T4,
which have the subsequent best transmission rates, among the remaining PTXs. PRX R2
received 318.1 kW power from PTX T3 and T4 simultaneously, which is greater than the
required power of 300 kW. The PTX T3 used WPC (150, 326), and the PTX T4 used WPC
(162, 279). In the third round, the PRX R3 received power from the unallocated PTX T1. It
was able to receive 297.9 kW power, which is higher than the required power of 150 kW.
With the algorithm that selects the PTX with the best PTE, the PTXs with the highest PTE
are allocated first regardless of the power receiver’s power requirement. As a result, the
PRX R1 received 116 % of the required power, the PRX R2 received 106 %, and the PRX R3
received 197 % of the required power.
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Table 9. Results of WPC using the best PTE-based PTX selection algorithm.

PRX-PTX Pairing Sequences

First Round Second Round Third Round

PRX

R1 231.75 kW, 200 kW 231.75 kW, 200 kW 231.75 kW, 200 kW

R2 - 318.1 kW, 300 kW 318.1 kW, 300 kW

R3 - - 297.9 kW, 150 kW

PTX

T1 - - (173, 63), 300 kW

T2 (154, 13), 250 kW (154, 13), 250 kW (154, 13), 250 kW

T3 - (150, 326), 200 kW (150, 326), 200 kW

T4 - (162, 279), 150 kW (162, 279), 150 kW

T1

T2
T3

T4R3

R1

R2

Figure 16. Results of power transmission path establishment.

The PTE varies according to the distance and geometric position between the PTX
and the PRX. According to their characteristics and arrangement, the pairing between the
PTX and the PRX is different in the three algorithms. Among the three algorithms, only
the third algorithm that selects the PTX with the best PTE first successfully provides the
power required by all PRX. Since HILPB is heavily influenced by PTX characteristics (MTP,
MTE), PRX characteristics (MPQ), and the geometric placement relationship between PTX
and PRX, it is possible to use various allocation algorithms to create the PRX-PTX pairs
appropriately. Besides, the battery’s priority and charging time in the EV vary depending
on the amount of remaining power, so it is more effective to allocate all the power needed
to the priority battery by stopping all other receivers.

6. Conclusions

Research on WPT is attracting attention to miniaturizing EVs’ batteries and increasing
the charging range. Despite the most studied methods, magnetic induction and magnetic
resonance using coils can transmit power only up to several meters; thus, the existing road
infrastructure needs to be changed to use these methods for charging EVs. On the other
hand, using microwaves and lasers, which have been used to charge unmanned aerial
vehicles and satellites at a distance of several kilometers or more, is relatively easy desiring
no change in road infrastructure. Using microwaves for charging is restricted by many
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limitations, such as radiation, low rate of charging, radio wave interference, etc. But using
a laser beam involves no interference phenomenon and power can be received from several
charging units simultaneously.

This paper discussed a method for selecting the optimal PTX for a PRX to fulfill its
MPQ in an environment with multiple PTXs and PRXs, such as an EV. We modeled the
MDP by a PRX with a PV array depending on the geometric relationship between the
PTX and PRX. The simulation environment contains three PRX and four PTX where the
communication occurs using a DS-OCDMA system. Three different schemes are tested
wherein the PTX is selected based on the highest PTE power, least PTE power, and the best
PTE power to meet the energy requirement of a PRX. It was verified that optimal PTXs
are allocated for power transmission to PRXs in which three PRXs with different MPQs
sequentially send power transmission requests to four PTXs with different MTPs. The
MPQ of each PRX is satisfied by applying the algorithm to select the PTX according to the
alignment and characteristics of the PTXs and PRXs. Results indicate that the third scheme
where the selection of the PTX is based on the best PTE fulfills the PTE requirements of all
the PTXs.

This study can be extended to rearrange the PV arrays mounted on the PRX to enhance
the MDP and the PTE by optimizing the power distribution of the PV array. Furthermore,
considering that the charging time differs depending on the residual power of the battery
embedded in an EV, a PTX can continue to transmit power to another PRX after completing
the transmission of power to the first PRX, depending on the waiting time at a red traffic
light. Given the importance of an algorithm for selecting the optimal PTX in an environment
where multiple PTXs can transmit power to a PRX in need of power supply or several PTXs
can transmit the required power simultaneously, additional research is required to develop
algorithms for selecting PTXs in different circumstances. For applications in the real world,
the method must be further enhanced to ensure safety for moving EVs.
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Abbreviations
The following abbreviations are used in this manuscript:

AlN Aluminum nitride
ANSI American National Standard Institute
COTS Commercial off the shelf
DS-OCDMA Direct-sequence optical code division multiple access
EV Electric vehicle
HILPB High-intensity laser power beaming
MPQ Maximum power requirement
MTP Maximum transmission power
PCI Power channel information
PPC Photovoltaic power conversion
PRXs Power receivers
PTE Power transfer efficiency
PTXs Power transmitters
PV Photovoltaic
RCPI Received channel power indicator
TCO Total cost of ownership
TEC Thermoelectric cooler
V2I Vehicle-to-infrastructure
VMJ Vertical multi-junction
WPC Wireless power channel
WPT Wireless power transmission
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